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Nic McCloud
1991-2012
BY ELIZABETH HOVER

D

own the hall from a career fair filled
with a gathering of hopeful students,
another kind of hope was growing.
It was first only a faint whisper, but as Nic
McCloud's friends took hands tp pray, the
feeling became more tangible.
They left no one out of their prayer circle,
inviting strangers to join them.
"Bless us as we celebrate this 'life," Takiya
Grant, member of the Anointed Voices Gospel
Choir, prayed.
McCloud's life was tragically cut short in
a car accident Aug 7. He was a 21-year-old
psychology major from Dublin, Ga. He was a
leader on campus, worked in the admissions
office, volunteered with the Armstrong
Ambassador program and was a member
of Collaboration Models, a special interest
organization dedicated to fashion.
McCloud's family traveled from Dublin to
the memorial service held in Armstrong's
Ogeechee Theater Sept. 13. They ran into
traffic and were 40 minutes late.
Students gathered. Waited. No one opted
to go home. Not a complaint was heard. Only
hope and positivity were present — traits Nic
most exemplified.
Armstrong President Linda Bleicken opened
the ceremony. She remembered McCloud as
"bright and transformative," because he had the
power to instantly alter everyone around him
with his overwhelmingly positive spirit.
Stephanie Whaley, director of Admissions,
told Bleicken after McCloud's death:

Club trains to train dogs
BY CHRISTINA LAMARRE
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facilities."
Koban held an interest meeting at the end of
last year and began training club members the
following spring.
The group's president, Kyle Adams, a secondyear biology major, has experience training
dogs and plans to further his education as a
veterinarian.
Adams heard about the group from Koban's
announcement to her introduction to
psychology class and signed up instantly.
"I love dogs," Adams said. "I love working
with dogs, obviously because of my
background training dogs, but also helping
dogs that don't have a home is worth it."
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Photos courtesy of Armstrong's Dog Enrichment Group

Armstrong's Dog Enrichment Group helps train dogs in
an effort to Increase their chances of being adopted.

Photos courtesy of DeAndre' Elliott

Students rush to Greekdom
BY TERAYA SMITH

Armstrong's Dog Enrichment Group was
initiated in fall 2011 and works with Animal
Control to help train dogs to increase their
adoption rates.
The group is the brainchild of psychology
professor Angie Koban, who has a doctorate
in animal cognition from Tufts University and
is currently the group's advisor.
She has extensive history working with
conditioning animals and promoting positive
behaviors and is currently doing research at
the Humane Society. The club works with the
Savannah-Chatham Animal Control facility
on Sallie Mood Drive behind the Humane
Society.
"People don't even know it's back there,"
Koban said, "It's shocking how many people
in Savannah don't know that there are two

*

"Some of the light has gone out of Victor Hall."
Whaley recalled McCloud's Enthusiasm
when she first met him as a senior at Dublin
High School, where she was recruiting future
Armstrong students. She said McCloud stood
out by declaring Armstrong as his first choice
for college.
McCloud had no doubt he would be a future
student.
Whaley was amused McCloud's enthusiasm
was unfazed even though he had not yet been
accepted to Armstrong.
And he was admitted.
Later, he worked with Whaley in the
admissions office.
She remembered McCloud as "dedicated and
mature," and said he had touched many people's
lives by volunteering for the Ambassador
program, where he gave tours, called future
students and attended college fairs.
McCloud was at his best when interacting
with others, Whaley said.
His friend and high school classmate,
Dominique Hardy agreed.
She told of McCloud's never-wavering
friendliness, recalling each time he saw her, he
greeted her with a h ug.
Hardy admired such traits, just one way he
showed his love and kindness and ensured he
made a positive impact on the lives of others.
She challenged everyone to leave behind a
legacy and to "live intentionally, like Nic did."
Minister Bernard Irvin echoed this sentiment.
He remembered McCloud as a true friend, who
always took time to be there for others.
"Will you live a life th'at made such an
impression that people will wait [for your
family to arrive] at your memorial?"

Fall semester means reuniting with old
friends and taking new classes, but it is also
a time to begin exploring what the university
has to offer.
Many clubs and organizations call out to
students and encourage membership. But
it's the dash into Greekdom that seems to
be the loudest for some. This time period
is coincidentally called "rush" or formal
recruitment where the sororities and
fraternities on campus are accepting new
members into their organizations.
Sororities Alpha Sigma Tau and Sigma
Sigma Sigma hosted their formal recruitments
from Sept. 5 through Sept. 9.
"We usually start the first day of recruitment
with 80 to 100 girls is about the average," said
Kimberly Knight, the vice president of the
College Pan-Hellenic Council.
"And then, depending on the girls that
choose to continue the process, as well as
the sororities preferences, we determine the
number of the maximum amount of bids
that can be presented by each chapter, and it
is always the same number allowed by each
individual chapter."
During the selection process, the Greeks
held a full schedule of activities, which
presented a chance for the sororities and
interested ladies to get to know each other
better. •
"It is where you go to parties for each of
the sororities," said Nicole Kessler, chapter
president of Sigma Sigma Sigma. "You have

Open House, Theme Night, Sisterhood Night,
Preference Night, and Bid Day. Each night is
mainly a way to get to know the women in
each sorority better to find where you belong.
"These girls do not just become friends.
They become family."
The fraternities on campus, Kappa Sigma
and Pi Kappa Alpha, follow such a formula
of recruitment, but on different weeks and
within their different organizations. Kappa
Sigma started Sept. 3 and ended Sept. 8, while
Pi Kappa Alpha started Sept. 9 and finished
Sept. 14.
"When you're on the other side, it's an
unbelievable amount of stress," said Nathan
Rich, sophomore political science major and
Pi Kappa Alpha member. He said he felt an
"awesome sense of pride in the pledge class
and fraternity as a whole," once the week was
over.
Although the bond that forms is one of
the most enticing perks of joining a Greek
organization, there are other benefits into
joining a sorority or fraternity on campus.
Many Supreme Court justices, people listed
in Who's Who and many CEOs have been
members of Greek societies.
"Studies prove that fraternity and sorority
alumni are much more likely than non-Greeks
to participate in community service activities
after graduation," said Wesley Wells, chapter
president of Kappa Sigma.
However, many Greek organizations'
reputations have been marred by the
stereotype of hazing, which has been
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Professor studies supernova neutrinos Campus
BY BRITTANY COOK

copy.inkwell@gmail.com
After participating in the
groundbreaking research of the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory
experiment that proved neutrinos
do have a mass, Armstrong
physics professor Jeffrey Secrest is
continuing his innovative research
with two new experiments.
"There's some legacy associated
with one of the experiments,"
Secrest said. .
"I'm involved
with two
experiments. One is an outgrowth
of another experiment that I was
on called SNO+. The original
experiment was called SNO, but
SNO stopped running some years
ago, maybe 2t)06 or so, and people
had an idea that we could use this
SNO detector and make some
modifications to it, and we could
study some other types of physics
of which I was not interested in
that at all."
Wanting to contribute to new
research, Secrest declined to join
researchers from colleges and
laboratories in Canada, Lisbon,
Coimbra, the United Kingdom
and throughout the United States
for the experiment.
However, a new idea was
proposed
for
the
SNO+

experiment that caught Secresfs
attention. <
"There's a very hot topic right
now in particle physics, and
that topic is something called
neutrinoless double'beta decay"
The researchers decided to
modify part of the experiment to
detect neutrinoless double beta
decay.
"When that happened, then I
got very interested,"Secrest said. "I
was like the prodigal son. Then, I
returned."
The SNO+ experiment is two
kilometers underground in the
SNOLAB in Sudbury, Ontario.
The detector is a- 12-meter
diameter acrylic vessel made up of
almost 800 metric tons of a liquid
scintillator or linear alkyl benzene,
which is basically a detergent.
"If a charged particle goes
through the liquid scintillator, it
rubs ,up against the molescules
in the liquid scintillator, excites
the scintillator, and when the
scintillator de-excites, it emits
light.".
The detector contains about
10,000 photo multiplier tubes,
which take a light signal and
transforms it into an electric signal,
which can then be analyzed.
"The part of the experiment
I'm interested'in is this neutrino

A quirky particle
A new experiment reportedly shows that neutrinos, tiny subatomic
particles, travel faster than the speed of light, a finding that would
upend Einstein's cornerstone theory of relativity.

Subatomic particles

Neutrino

o Neutrino No charge,
500,000 times lighter than
an electron

Once thought to be without mass
and to travel at the speed of light

Nucleus

Q Electron Negative
charge, light

Neutron No charge,
heavy
Q

Proton
Positive
charge,
heavy

Helium atom

©2011 MCT
Source: John Uamed, University of Hawaii,
AP, New York Times

c

Can pass
through
Earth, other
planets
without
slowing
Come in
. three
varieties;
can change
from one to
another as
they travel

~
MCT 2011
less double beta decay, which is that's v ery exciting because when
a decay scheme that is outside you push your theory to its limits,
our standard model for particle . and you kind of find out where
physics," Secrest said.
it breaks, you really get to learn
Although
most
particles what's going on, and you might be
interact with others all the time, able to get an understanding of the
neutrinos rarely do. Because of deeper picture."
this, the neutrinos contain all th e
But SNO+ doesn't just study
information about the processes neutrinoless double beta decay.
they've been involved in, which Other researchers are studying
allows researchers to learn more neutrinos from the sun and
about those particular processes.
Earth to confirm and perfect the
"So if this decay is seen, it'll solar model and determine the
be new physics. It cannot be composition of the Earth.
described within the framework
"The other thing I'm interested
that we have right now. So I think in is SNO+ can also detect

neutrinos from a supernova," '
Secrest said. "It's complimentary
to the other experiment I'm on, so
both experiments look at different
characteristics in the neutrino
interactions."
The "other experiment" is the
Helifim and Lead Observatory
experiment, which is also being
conducted in the SNOLAB.HALO
is looking for neutrinos that occur
from supernovas in Earth'sgalactic
neighborhood.
The group finished building the
HALO detector at the beginning
of summer. However, some
components of the experiment,
such as an underground GPS
signal, are not in place.
"HALO would like to belong to
this consortium of experiments
all around the world that
call themselves SNEWS, the
Supernova Early Warning System,"
Secrest said.
"In order for us to join SNEWS
and to coordinate our signals, we
have to have a very good timing
signal, and until we get that GPS
and we caq show that our detector
is stable and that we understand it,
we'll be able to join SNEWS then."
"Each experiment on their own
will tell you something, but you
can combine them together, and
you can gain more information."

Revitalized Economics Club begins ambitious new year
BY JEREMY MCABEE
After years of stagnation,
Armstrong's Economics Club is
seeing a resurgence of interest
and a rise in activity.
Led by a newly elected
administration, members are
breathing new life into the
club and looking to expand its
impact both on and off campus.
"We've
found
a
really
awesome visionary in Jeff," sai d
Kayleigh Voigt, referring to club
president Jeff Bush, who was
elected at this year's inaugural
meeting Sept. 10. Other elected
officials include Voigt, now
serving as club secretary, vice
president Daniel McGann and
social media chair Alysa Acker.

Under the guidance of faculty
adviser Jason Beck, a professor of
economics, the club is thinking
big this year, most notably with
a planned trip to the Federal
Reserve Bank in Atlanta.
Organizers hope the trip
will not only build interest
in economics but help foster
a better understanding of
the government's role in our
finances.
"College
students
aren't
educated enough about their
own
country's'
economy,"
McGann said. "Jeff and I want
to not only gain knowledge
ourselves but help others gain
knowledge on our economy and
where it's headed."
Although the club is running

smoothly
now,
it
wasn't
always so. When Beck came
to Armstrong in 2009, it wag
essentially defunct.
"In 2010, we started to
rebuild," Beck said. Over the
course of the next two years,
the club "went from nothing
to something, to something
relatively small, and this year,
we are really growing."
Beyond
nurturing
the
academic and social aspects of a
school-sponsored organization,
officers want to focus on
community outreach as well.
"We really want to bring in
a philanthropic aspect," Voigt
said.
According to Beck, tutors
from the club made two visits

to Beach High School last year,
and plans are to substantially
increase those visits this year.
McGann emphasized the fact
the club is open to everyone, not
just economics majors.
"We are trying to bring econ
to young students, to really spark
an interest in them," McGann
said. "We want to bring in the
marginal-prospective econ club
members and' get them truly
motivated about economics."
McGann sees the Economics
Club as a means for students to
truly understand and take hold
of their finances.
"These are the people who will
write future legislation — we
want them to have knowledge in
economic data," he said.

Voices
"What type of events would
you like to see more of on
campUs?"

"Definitely more fun events, like
interactive events."

Matthew Frost,
sophomore, ,
criminaljustice

"I would like to see more concerts and more
drug-awareness programs."

WaltDaniel,
freshman,
applied physics

Econ dub
Along with the Nov. 20 trip to
Atlanta, plans are in the works
for a financial seminar, which will
cover topics like running a budget
and managing student loans. The
date for the seminar is yet to be
determined.
Thirty seats available for the
Atlanta trip. Anyone interested
in attending, or in the Economics
Club generally, cepi contact
McGann at armstrongeconclub@
gmail.com. Students are also
invited to attend club meetings.
The next will be held Sept. 2"4 at
12:30 p.m.inHawes 209.

"Maybe more sporting events, where you
get more people to come out to events."

Austin Byndloss,
sophomore,
biology

McCloud
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Jane Wong, head of the
psychology department and
McCloud's academic advisor,
knew from their first meeting
he was special.
She credited his family
for teaching him values like
respect and dedication.
"If other students could
carry a little bit of his
characteristics,
the
world
would be a better place."
She then addressed his
family directly.
"It would have been an honor
to have him as a graduate of
our program."
Armstrong was not Felicia
Charles' first choice for her son.
But she changed her mind
after accompanying McCloud
on a campus tour. She found
the positive atmosphere fitting
for her "happy child."
Charles described her son
as upbeat and encouraging,
who never met a stranger
and admired him for his selfconfidence, describing him as
a light and a "vessel filled with
love."
She challenged McCloud's
friends to continue to spread
his love.
"I will be praying for you all."
The air was heavy with the
weight of her words as she took
her seat and swayed along with
the choir's upbeat singing.
Students lined up to hug
McCloud's family at the end of
the service.
They cried.
They danced.
They remembered an outgoing
young man with mischievous
eyes, a sincere smile and his own
signature greeting:
"Hey, Boo."

our of Pool
:cher of Beer
Tournai ents, Food, and Fun!

13051 Abercom Street Savannah
Across from AASU
912 * 925 - 5398

."I would like to see more social

gatherings, and I also would like
more musical events."

Angela Williams,
sophomore,
rehabilitation sciences

"I guess more like the headphone
disco party. That was fun."

Cassidy Gilbert,
freshman,
biology

Sports and Fitness
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Pirates avoid Cougars' attack
BY KATIE BALCOM
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
Armstrong soccer preserves
their unbeaten home record
after their shutout 1-0 win
over No. 4 Columbus State
Sept. 15.
The Lady Pirates anticipate
the Columbus State matchup
every season.
"It is always a big game
between
Columbus
State
and us," said senior Morgan
Mitchell. "There is a long
history between our rivalry.
"Every year, since I was a
freshman, the winner of this
game has ended up the regular
season conference champion.
Just saying that, it is obviously
huge."
The Pirates added another
notch to their flawless home
record with near perfect
weather conditions, allowing
them to stretch to 33 games
home winning streak.
The opening Peach Belt
Conference win came off the
skills of Andye Dawson, who
scored the only goal of the

day. Dawson's attempt came
off the assist of Nadima Skeff,
placing Armstrong in the
dominant position going into
the half.
"It's always good to play
against Columbus State," Skeff
said. "They are such a good
team. Playing them shows
us how much work we need
to work to get to where we
actually want to be."
Armstrong attempted to put
the game away in the second
half off a goal from Mitchell
but was denied. Keeping the
Lady Pirates at a 1-0 lead.
Mitchell delivered another
goal during the second half
but was denied due to an off
sides penalty.
"Our back line did a great
job against Columbus State.
We had good chances to score
more goals," Skeff said. "We
have a unique opportunity to
make something special this
season, and we are looking
forward to if."
Even with the two recalled
goals, the Lady Pirates were
able to defeat the Cougars

though
Columbus
State,
maked strides to close the
gap with two close calls at th£
goal.
"Before Saturday's game,
Columbus State was ranked
No. 4 in the nation. Beating
them was great on a conference
level and a national level for
us," Mitchell said.
"They
are just another team in our
way of getting to national
championship."
Goal tender Maggie Carson
helped preserve the win for
Armstrong with her four
saves in the box, allowing the
Lady Pirates to maintain their
spotless home record.
"Our team is playing great
this season," Mitchell said.
"We had a rough start in
Michigan, but after that, we
sat down and focused on what
our goals were for this season
and what we needed to do to
get better every day. From
that moment on, we have been
playing very well together, but
we are still striving everyday
to become our best.
"Making it back to the Final

Volleyball tournament
rough sailing for Pirates
BY CHIP DUDLEY
The Armstrong volleyball
team hosted six schools Sept.
14 through Sept. 16 in the
2012 South/Southeast Region
Challenge,
presented
by
Optim Health. Teams from
Florida, Alabama and even
Puerto Rico made the trip to
Savannah to compete in the
three-day tournament.
Armstrong suffered' tlielr
first loss of the tournament
and the season in the first
match they played against
Rollins Sept. 14 .
The following morning
in their second match, the
Pirates bounced back from
the 'loss to Rollins with
an impressive 3-1 victory
over Eckerd. However, the
third match against Florida
Southern and fourth against
the University of Puerto RicoRio Piedras resulted in two
more losses for the Pirates.
Although they lost three of
the four games they played in
the tournament, the Pirates
refused to go down without
a fight. Rollins, Florida
Southern and the PR Rio each
had to earn every bit of their
victory in the fifth set of their
matches against Armstrong.
With home court advantage,
supportive fans in the stands
and an unrelenting refusal to

Sports communications

No. 9 Amanda Jones goes up for the
kill against Puerto-Rico Rio Pierdras.

surrender an easy win to the
visiting teams, the Pirates
proved they are determined to
excel this season on the road
to the NCAA tournament.
"We scheduled this weekend
because we knew we'd play
tough teams," said Armstrong
volleyball coach Will Condon
after a tough loss to the
University of Puerto Rico.
"I wouldn't say we played
badly, just not well enough.
We just didn't make the plays.
We have to grow from it, and

No. 23 Danielle Fey dribbles up
the field against Columbus State
Sept. 15.

Four this year and getting a
different result, I want this
team to experience a national
championship," Mitchell said.
"If we meet all of our goals,
that is where we will be in
December."
The Lady Pirates will face
Montevallo Sept. 21 at 4 p.m.
on Pirate Field.

Photos by Vincent Haines

No. 2 Morgan Mitchell goes up in a header battle in the Lady Pirates' 1-0
victory over Columbus State Sept. 15.

College football's preseason
No. 1 team is always cursed

I think we will. It's about
finding that one direction and
going. We're focused on the
NCAA tournament at the end
of the season. It's all about the
end of the year."
Last week's Peach Belt
Conference Player of the
Week,
Armstrong's
own
Jessica Santaniello, is also
focused on the road ahead
and what is to come for the
team.
"I'm really looking forward
to the competition and seeing
where this season takes us,"
she said. "The best part of
being part of a team is seeing
how we develop together and
overcome issues we have on
the court."
"Our coach tends to tell us
that we try too hard to make
everything perfect — w hich is
true — and it hurts us in the
long run. So, to improve we
need to do what we know best
and just play volleyball. We
have a group of talented girls
and once we start meshing and
understanding our player's
strengths and weaknesses
then we will be unstoppable."
The Armstrong volleyball
team will be continuing down
the road toward the NCAA
championship at the end of the
season and the next stop will
be the Johnson C. Invitational
Sept.21 in Charlotte, N. C.

BY DALTON JOHNSON
Sports Columnist

Not only has a preseason
No. 1 team not won a national
championship in eight years,
Opinions expressed by columnists
they also haven't won a Heisman
do not necessarily reflect the view of
trophy since Ohio State's Troy
The Inkwell editorial board
Smith in 2006.
This curse shows sometimes it's
Every year the Associated
not best to start on top. The team
Press comes out with their
with the most preseason hype also
preseason rankings for college
has the most pressure on them.
football, and the hype begins
With this curse, a team b
etween
over the AP No. 1 team.
No. 2 to No. 15 should feel just
The No. 1 team is filled
fine. The No. 1 team sh
ould not.
with stars who assemble a
As the college football gods
Wally Sknlij/Los Angeles Times/MCT
seemingly unbeatable team,
strike down teams at the top of
Southern California quarterback Matt
who usually have the preseason Barkley, rights is sacked by Stanford's
the hill, the lower teams just creep
Heisman favorite and plenty of Trent Murphy Sept. 15.
up the rankings.
bandwagon fans.
season to win a championship
USC's loss has completely
In the last eight years, each and not only lost that chance with shaken up the rankings. Just like
preseason top dog has one thing the loss but most likely lost his last year, Alabama and LSU sit
in common: They lose. All of the Heisman trophy.
atop the rankings, with Alabama
preseason favorites have been
Barkley is now 0-4 against looking like the NFLs 33rd
taken down and have not finished Stanford, and this time there team.
the season as the final No. 1 was no Andrew Luck standing
The SEC now has four teams
team.
in his way.
in the top 10, and the showdown
The last team to accomplish
So, there's only one thing Barkley between Alabama and LSU
this feat was University Southern can blame this loss for —the curse becomes the biggest game of the
California in 2004, when the of college football's preseason AP year once again.
Trojans beat Oklahoma 55-19 No. 1. team of course. Can this be a
Oregon is now in the driver,s
in the national championship legitimate curse? Why not?
seat at the No. 3 spot. If Oregon
game.
Several sports already have can stay undefeated in the
The latest AP No. 1 team to famous curses with the curse of competitive Pac-12, they will find
fall i s this year's USC Trojans as the Bambino, the curse of the themselves most likely playing the
they lost to the No. 21 ranked Billy Goat, the Madden curse and winner of Alabama and LSU in
Stanford Cardinal. The Trojans the Sports Illustrated cover curse. the BCS national championship
were ranked No. 2 at the time but Now I officially have made the game.
were the preseason No. 1 team.
latest curse — t he curse of college
Again, all you can expect in
USC's
quarterback
Matt football's preseason AP No. 1 college football is the unexpected.
Barkley is taking the heat on the team.
Give Stanford all the credit it
latest loss.
This seems like a legitimate deserves for taking down USC,
The quarterback came into the curse to me. Eight straight years but the curse of college football's
2012 season with all the hypein the seems long enough to be a preseason AP No. 1 team deserves
world. He came back for his senior curse.
the most credit.

I Touchdown There ties Raw Dog Assassins on intramural fields
BY ELLA GREER
Flag Football is not for
the weak of heart, and fierce
competitors duked it out this
week with many close calls.
It was quite the night, when
the two Pan-Hellenic sororities
on campus, Alpha Sigma
Tau and Sigma Sigma Sigma,
battled it out on the fields last
week in a rather close game of
flag football.
AST led the game for the
first half, keeping most of their
downs close to the end zone
and giving Tri-Sigma little
chance to move forward.
However, Tri-Sigma fought
back, dominating the rest of
the game. The game ended
with the greatest difference of
the week, 13-6.
The coed teams I Touchdown
There and Snatch N Grab found
themselves tied 0-0 by the end
of the gapie.
"It was fun," Emily Caine
said. "I enjoy playing co-rec.

The ref kind of threw all these
flags because it was my first
game, and I didn't know what I
was doing."
I Touchdown There was
left hoping to score the next
time around because Snatch
N Grab was relentless. The tie
was shocking for I Touchdown
There, especially after their
domination of The Cadets (320) Sept. 10.
The Raw Dog Assassins found
they needed more protection
than they realized, for Pike gave
them a run for their money.
With a final score of 12-9,
however, the Assassins walked
away with a win.
"It's our first semester as a
team, but we're doing pretty
well, and hopefully, we can get
better," said Raw dog Assassin
Trevor Phillips.
"We didn't keep our offense
as tight as we were supposed to,
and we made a couple mistakes,
but we'll be better next time,"
Max Everett said.

Intramural Scoreboard
Co-Rec: Flag Football
Team
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1IM Legends
2 Armstrong PT
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4 Snatch N Grab
5 Ragin' Cajuns
6 The Cadets
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Class Distractions

Rhetorically speaking

September 20, 2012

ACROSS
1. Breaking off a discourse to address some person or
personified thing
2. Repetition of words from the same root but with
different endings
3. Asking many questions requiring diverse answers
4. Conjoining contrasting ideas
5. Word or phrase suggesting a resemblance between
two unlike things
6. Short exposition of a deed or saying of a person
whose name is mentioned
7. Short, pithy statement of a general truth
8. Dictionary meaning of a word
9. Description of natural propensities, manners or
affections
10. Seemingly self-contradictory statement shown to
b© tru©
11. Underlying idea or the principal subject that is the
meaning of a metaphor
12. Phrases of equal length and (usually)
corresponding structure
13. Figure of speech that endows an inanimate object
or abstraction with human qualities or abilities
14. Repetition of the same word at the beginning of
successive clauses or verses
15. List of three or more items, usually arranged in
parallel form
16. Resemblance of internal vowel sounds in
neighboring words
17. Vow or oath to keep a promise or a prayer for evil
or curse
18. Abrupt shift from a noble tone to a less exalted one
19. Comparison between two different things that
resemble each other in at least one way, usually by
using like or as
20. Quality of a verb indicating whether its subject acts
or is acted upon
21. Form of deductive reasoning consisting of a major
premise, minor premise and conclusion
22. Part of an argument in which a speaker or writer
provides a narrative account of what has happened
and explains the nature of the case
23. Repetition of a word with a new signification after
the intervention of another word or words
24. Use of one word to govern several congruent
words or clauses
25. Sarcastic reply mocking an opponent and leaves
him no answer
26. Verbal bit or fragment used as an autonomous unit
without transitional devices
27. "Nobody" argument
28. Use or invention of words sounding like their
meaning
29. Substitution of cause for effect, effect for cause,
proper name for one of its qualities, or vice versa
30. Short, allegorical story
31. Recommending useful precepts to someone else
32. Attributing rational actions and speech to
nonrational creatures
33. Quoting wise sayings from fables
34. Exaggerated or extravagant terms used for
emphasis and not to be taken literally
35. Informally stated syllogism with an implied premise
36. Coyness
37. Series of three parallel words, phrases or clauses
38. Tersely phrased statement of a truth or opinion
39. Play on words
40. Deliberately obscure, subtle speech
41. Mounting by degrees through linked words or
phrases, usually of increasing weight and in parallel
construction.
42. Dissuasive advice given with authority
43. Undignified language debasing a person or thing
44. Use of the last word of one clause as the first of the
next, through three or more clauses
45. Substitution of an innocuous term for one
considered offensive
46. A riddle
47. Adverbial construction supporting a claim
or expressing a viewpoint more assertively and
convincingly

DOWN
1. Reasoning or arguing from parallel cases
2. Teaching a moral through an extended metaphor
3. Asking and answering questions
4. Belittling, often through a trope of one word
5. Word, phrase or sentence inserted as an aside
6. Denunciatory or abusive language or discourse
casting blame
7. Emotions a speaker tries to evoke
8. Repetition broken up by one or more intervening
words
9. Painting resemblance by imagery
10. Device producing a shift in the meaning of
words
11. True or feigned doubt of deliberation about an
isfeue
12. Implying a meaning opposite to the literal
meaning
13. Rhetorical question implying strong affirmation
or denial
14. Head-to-toe itemized description of a person
15. Voice or mask an author, speaker or performer'
puts on
16. Lamentation
17. Substitution of part for whole or vice versa
18. Gathering and listing scattered points them
together
•19. Words or clauses placed in climactic order
20. Rejecting arguments based on insignificance,
error or wickedness
21. Opportune time and/or place
22. Emotional appeal that, intentionally or not,
evokes laughter rather than transport, which sinks
rather than soars
23. Expansive richness as a stylistic goal
24. Repetition of the last word of one line or clause
to begin the next
25. Emphasizing a strong point by repeating it
several times in different words
26. Deliberately making a situation seem less
important or serious than it is
27. Emotional utterance seeking to move hearers to
a like feeling
28. Latin equivalent to the apostrophe; "turning
away"
29. Denial of the contrary
30. Stopping suddenly in midcourse, leaving a
statement unfinished
31. Brief, usually indirect reference to a person,
place, or event
32. Recurrence of an initial consonant sound and
sometimes of a vowel sound
33. Substitution of a more offensive or disparaging
word or phrase for one considered less offensive
34. Study and practice of effective communication
35. Expression of hatred or abhorrence
36. Speaker, writer or teacher of rhetoric
37. Vehement supplication of gods or men
38. Persuasive appeal on the projected character of
the speaker or narrator
39. Presence of two or more possible meanings in
any passage
40. Discovery of the resources for persuasion
inherent in any given rhetorical problem
41. Series of four members
42. Figurative device by which a future event is
presumed to have already occurred
43. Curse or imprecation
44. Means of persuasion by demonstration of the'
truth, real or apparent
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"Arid tell them that to get to Heaven,
you must buy a sandwich from
Chik-Fil-A. That'll get our customers back"
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Kakuro is a logic puzzle often referred to as a
mathematical transliteration of a crossword. The
object of the puzzle is to insert a number from
one to nine into each white cell. The sum of the
numbers in each column or row will be equal to
the number in the clue box associated with it.
Clues for rows are at the top of clue boxes while
clues for columns reside at the bottom. No digit
can be duplicated in any entry.

5

3

9

Answers to this week's Inkwell crossword
puzzle, sudoku, kakuro and maze can
be found on TheInkwellOnline.com.

• X An interactive version of the crossword
is also availible online.

All opinions expressed by

cartoonists do not reflect the those of The*Inkwell
editorial board. All puzzles by Brittany Cook.
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The Inkwell

Religious intolerance versus freedom of expression
BY HENRY ANCHETA
Staff Columnist
Columnist Henry Ancheta is a
J»"ior in the English program.
His views do not necessarily
reflect those of The Inkwell
editorial board.

Many Arabs value their faith as
the most important thing in'their
way of life. History teaches us how
they have suffered and waged war
to maintain their beliefs.
Americans, too, are a people
who cherish certain values.
Among these values is the ideal
of "freedom of expression." Much
sacrifice and human loss have
paved the way to what Americans
enjoy as their freedom of speech.
Add to this the fact America has
religions too, even if those religions
are not generally embraced by all
Americans.
We have seen how, in recent
days, some Arabsin theworld have
demonstrated against our freedom
of expression, a nd this is because
an idiot low-budget filmmaker
from Hollywood decided to mock
the Islamic religion. So far, these

AP photo/Mohammad Hannon

A Libyan woman, Salwa Bugaighis, carries a wreath with a photo of U.S.
Ambassador Chris Stevens on it as she and others gather to pay their
respect to the victims of the Tuesday, Sept. 11, 2012 attack on the U.S.
consulate, in Benghaz i, Libya, Monday, Sept. 17, 2012.

protests claimed the lives of four
Americans in Libya, including
Ambassador Chris Stevens, and
the protests have extended to
countries like Egypt and Sudan.
Conflict with Arab nations
is not new, and Muslims
experienced their share of
turmoil involving Westerners'
intervening in their midst. And

though the U.S. has actively
been connected with them, they
seem to only whirl in an endless
repetition of violence as part of
their way of life.
Now, before I proceed any
farther, I need to clarify I am not
talking about all Arabs. There are
many who respect the opinions of
others, do not act violently against

our nation or against our presence
in their midst. This denouncing
of mine goes to the savage type of
Muslim, who in the name of his
faith und ermines the very liberty
of expression America stands for.
I watched the extensive trailer
of "Innocence of Muslims" by
Sam Becile — not the filmmaker's
real name by the way — which
mockingly portrayed the Phrophet
Muhammad like a man with
serious challenges in his life.
Obviously, the film is a comedy,
and I must confess one can detect
the themes of disrespect to Islam
in it. The events and/or words of
Mohammad are wrongly stated,
making Islam and its prophet
appear in a negative light.
For the sakeof argument and for
the sake of fairness, this video is a
form of hate in America, as the
video clearly deliberates methods
of insults against Islam. Add to
this the fact in America there are
laws that punishes hate crimes
and what we have is a reasonable
cause of anger on behalf of
those offended b y "Innocence of
Muslims."
Nevertheless, "Innocence of

Muslims" is a form of mockery
entirely protected by our freedom
of expression, and I would be
darn if this film is better than
some old comedies I have seen,
among which are Mexican
comedies
"Cantinflas"
and
"Chespirito" or, better yet, the
American Charlie Chaplain films.
They are all mockeries of a form
of gov ernment or its auth orities.
They are all examples of how
mockery is used to entertain the
general public.
And so,what to do ina situation
where extremists attempt attacks
against the lives of innocent
Americans onthe basisof offenses
by our freedom of speech?
The White House —or as some
call it, the Obama Regime — was
prompt to apologized for our
freedom of expression, according
to many news organizations.
Well, excuse me Mr. President,
but have we forgotten our
liberty principles here or could
the media be falsely accusing
President Obama about this
particular "apology," since I
looked for it and found it not.
On the other hand, however,

we find a better approach
by one of our leaders. One
cannot find a better diplomatic
exhortation than the one
given by Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton, in which
she advocates for peace ancj
endurance, when adversity
and demise is raised againsf
one's religion.
"Refraining from violence',
then, is not a sign of weakness
in one's faith; it is absolutely t he
opposite — a sign that one's faith
is unshakable," she said after the
Middle East embassy attacks.
What willbe thesteps totake, in
regard to the Muslim extremists
at this particular moment, is
hard to determine. What we do
know is there are already troops
in Libya and a minimum of two
battleships on the coasts.
Respect to others is within the
margins of the Christian golden
rule — Love thy neighbor a$
your own self. However, if one is
to respect other people's religion,
as in the case of Islam, shouldn't
they also respect an d tolerate our
American freedom of expression?!
This I believe is not negotiable.

With bitter campaign in full swing, Follow-up to 'Love, Tolerance'
BY MICHAEL MARTIN
with a 'pro-gay' ideological We were in it for what I feel were
you need to watch some movies Staff
argument," Thomas said.
the right reasons, which was to
Columnist
BY JOHN KASS
Chicago Tribune
(MCT)

by dead old males of European
heritage who believed
in
antiquated concepts like individual
liberty and freedom. Is it available
on Kindle?
There are three films every
American must see in preparation
to vote Nov. 6. And what are these?
"Idiocracy' a 2006 film directed
by Mike Judge, starring Luke
Wilson and Maya Rudolph.
The premise? Wilson plays Joe ,
a slacker, and Rudolph plays Rita,
a hooker. They're recruited by the
Army to be frozen and thawed
in the future. But the future they
awaken to is a scary place.
All the smart people delayed
,
. .
.

people wrote books and movies,
movies that had stories so you
cared whose [buttock] it was and
why it was farting, and I believe
that time can come again."
Another must-see film
is
"Ridicule"
(1996),
directed
by Patrice Leconte. Yes, it is
subtitled, but deliciously witty
and malevolent.
The plot: In prerevolutionary
France, a young nobleman
named Gregoire hopes to help his
people by draining the swamps
to eliminate the mosquitoes that
spread disease. He travels to the
court at Versailles. Once there,
he soon learns that malicious"-Wit
. is the prime currency, sort of

What are the three most
important films for American
voters to watch as we prepare for
Election Day in November?
Is your choice "The Great
McGinty"? That's an almost
ancient butwickedly clever Preston
Sturges film about a drunken bum
picked o ut of the gutter by what
could be a dead ringer for the
Chicago political machine, who
goes on to becomegovernor.
Or perhaps "Network," just for
the cynicism of TV types who
shape our politics and that
Once considered the most important ^ sn £ kytweets ofto d a> , on i y
shrieking refrain, "I'm mad
read for Americans, these days it's better,
as hell, a nd I'm not going
Gregoire's new friend is the
to take it anymore," which
never discussed. Especially not at
is now repeated, endlessly, book clubs where the wine label is the Marquis de Bellegarde, who has
a lovely daughter.
on cable news from
most compelling read and everybody
Bellegarde (as he's powdering
commentators on the left
wants to know what stupid things the Gregoire's face): "Serious topics
and the right.
are deplored. Avoid them."
husbands did last week.."
Certainly, I have my own
Gregoire:
"I'll
restrain
favorites, and we'll get to
them, but I'd also like to see yours. childbirth, but all the dumb people myself'
Bellegarde: "Be witty, sharp and
We're a visual nation now, what didn't wait, and the result was an
with our new iPhone 5s and our America populated by imbeciles. malicious and you'll succeed. No
snappy YouTube politics an d TV Their favorite TV show is "Ow, puns. At Versailles we call p uns
talk show hosts who define the my [testicles]!" Their favorite 'the death of the wit.' ... On e last
thing: Never laugh at your own
great debate. So it's only natural to movie was nam ed, well, let's just
ask about political films to get us call it "Buttocks," and it ran for 90 jokes."
Bellegarde teaches him the
into the proper frame of mind for minutes, and that's all it was, 90
prime
directive: That wit opens
minutes
of
watching
buttocks.
what will be a bitter election.
every
door.
Narrator:
"Things
looked
bleak
What about books,you say?
In thattime, verbal malevolence
"I can't read. ... I' like to watch for Joe, but theylooked even worse
TVT said Chau ncey Gardiner, the for mankind. As Joe and Rita lay was highly prized, and small
naive simpleton and empty vessel dormant, the years passed and snippets ofeasily repeated thought
who walked on water and was mankind became stupider at a outweighed context and complex
poised, the last time I saw him, to frightening rate. Some had high arguments. It was the put-down
become president of the United hopes that genetic engineering that counted. Of course, a few
would correct this trend in years later, the peasants lopped off
States.
But if you insist on my book evolution. But sadly, the greatest the aristocrats' witty heads. And
recommendations in a column minds and resources were focused I'm sure nothing like that would
about must-see political films, I on conquering hair loss and ever happen again.
Naturally, I've saved "Being
can only suggest two books for this prolonging erections."
When Joe wakes up, he can't There" (1979) for last. Another
election:
"The Road to Serfdom" by F.A. help but speak in complete generation of children has grown
Hayek, and if the title isn't self- sentences, and the future up, and if they haven't seen it, they
explanatory, t hen it's already too Americans view this with should. The novel was written by
suspicion and fear. Socialized Jerzy Ko sinski. He also wrote the
late.
I'd also offer another, smaller medicine is a nigh tmare, and the screenplay for the film directed
document, but it fell out of favor people are starving because they by Hal Ashby. Peter Sellers stars
years ago. Once considered insist on watering their crops as a simpleton gardener known as
the most important read for with a Gatorade-like drink called Chauncey Gardiner who has an
Americans, these days its never Brawndo, because electrolytes are amazing, almost magical effect on
people.
discussed. Especially no t at book "what plants crave."
All he knows comes from TV
There is a happy ending. Joe
clubs where the wine label is
the most compelling read and is rescued by the president — a shows, but w hen he repeats lines
everybody wants to know what former porn star — and later from what was once called the
stupid things the husbands did last becomes president himself to save "boob tube," everyone around him
his people. At the end, Joe has a hears deep and abiding wisdom.
we^
WThe second choice is mor e like
Send me your favorites. We
very nice speech:
don't have much time.The election
and
it's
called
the
"There
was
a
time
in
this
a pamphlet,
cobbled together country, a long time ago, when ... is only weeks away.
Constitution,
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I stated in my first column
— "Love, Tolerance: Looking
into 'Anti-gay' Rhetoric" — I
would post a transcription of
a pending interview with Alan
Chambers, president of Exodus
International.
Unfortunately,
after
multiple
scheduling
conflicts on the part of EI,
Chambers was still unavailable.
Instead, I interviewed El's
executive vice president Randy
Thomas.
In lieu of the originally
planned transcription, I've
decided to do a follow-up to
"Love, Tolerance" to facilitate
a more in depth response and
discussion over the issues
pertaining to EI, an evangelical
ministry geared towards the
lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender community.
As a refresher, I reflected
in that column on the broad
context in which "anti-gay" is
applied and touched on the
misleading notion of tolerance
fostered by some among the
LGBT community.
I began with Dan Cathy's
controversial
statements
to multiple Christian news
organizations
about
his
company's — Chic-Fil-A —
stance for Biblical marriage and
ended discussing two Christian
outreach
ministries
CFA
financially endorsed and those
organizations also took flack
for their Biblically Christian
structure and mission.
In the beginning of my
interview with El's Randy
Thomas, I established a baseline
by asking what.he thought "antigay" meant in the media.
"I think the media uses the
word 'anti-gay' to contextualize
any opinion that isn't in line

Like
Chambers,
Randy
Thomas once identified himself
as a homosexual but has been
living a Christian lifestyle
fof about two decades. The
interview spanned issues from
my original column to new
subjects as well. A nd as a brief
aside, I thank those who took
the time to post comments
on TheInkwellOnline.com as
some of those issues mentioned
influenced my research and
interview.
Thomas added although the
label is used broadly enough
to cover all views that disagree
with the homosexual lifestyle,
he believes it should "apply
to truly hateful people in my
opinion who are 'anti-anything
gay,' which is like Fred Phelps."
Fred Phelps, pastor of
Westboro Baptist Church, is the
architect and spokesperson for
protests against homosexuals
and related causes. Phelps's
church and organization are
possibly most known for
picketing the funerals of gay
U.S. soldiers who died in combat
and the official website for his
church,
godhates [expletive],
com.
Although
both
claim
roots in Christianity, their
messages could hardly be more
divergent.
"We're
not
anti-selfdetermination. We're not antigay, and we're not here to be
anti-you. We're here to help
people who want our help ...
And we're not chasing people
around to be anti-them. We're
here for those who want our
help ... who really want to
bring congruence between their
faith, their sexuality and their
identity."
Despite Thomas saying he
and his organization are not
anti-gay, it's clear the respective
worldviews of Christians and
homosexuals are diametrically
opposed. However, Thomas
noted the distance EI has put
between itself a nd the political
realm EI was once a part.
"It took us a while to figure
that out, but in 2008, we decided
that public policy was not a
top priority on our list. And, it
actually never was, but we were
definitely involved in public
policy," Thomas said.
"I don't think that that made
us anti-gay, even though I could
see why people might think that.

influence leaders and policy
makers toward a redemptive
view of sexuality."
And though he affirmed the
Biblical view of salvation as it
relates to all people, including
homosexuals, *
Thomas
illustrated some reluctance
when asked if he believed
homosexuality was unnatural as
described in Romans 1:26-27.
"We believe that for people
who have struggled with samesex attraction, homosexuality
can seem completely natural.
But, there's a difference between
the natural world and God's
creative
intent,"
Thomas
explained. "We can get into deep
theological waters quickly."
He also added, "I can see why
people would feel and believe
that homosexuality is natural,
but I think it's much more
complex than that".
The next topic of discussion
pertained to El's involvement
and their alleged support for the
criminalization and executions
of homosexuals for such
behavior in Uganda.
While researching this issue,
I had a difficult time separating
facts from editorial liberties. The
best I've been able to discern
thus far is that Don Schmierer
visited a conference in Uganda
as a co-keynote speaker and
spoke about the parents' role
in raising children who have
same-sex attraction. According
to Thomas, Schmierer was
unaware of the loaded situation
in which he was involved.
"[H]e was not aware of all
the different people who were
involved In the conference ...
He did not go there for any
political reasons or any desire to
persecute people who identify
as gay."
Schmierer's
fumble
nonetheless lit a fire among elite
LGBT news organizations like
truthwinsout.org who called
for his termination, claiming
EI did not "boldly articulate
Exodus' policy against human
rights abuses including forced
therapy".
However,
according
to
Thomas, EI sent a letter to the
Ugandan president "denouncing
the
criminalization
of
homosexuality. And we have
since created a policy statement
[that explains that] we do not
agree with the criminalization
of homosexuality anywhere."

Opinions expressed by columnists, letter writers or cartoonists do
not necessarily reflect the views of The Inkwell editorial board.
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Arts and Entertainment
September 20, 2012

Faculty showcase artwork

Photos by Alex Pirtle

Photography section of the Faculty Art Exhibition, located in the Fine Arts Gallery, which is open to the public weekdays 9-5 a.m.

BY LINDSAY GROVENSTEIN

The Faculty Art Exhibition displays artwork created by professors of
Armstrong.

Professor Linda Jensen describes her beaded film photography at the
Faculty Art Exhibition Sept. 14.

An extensive array of
paintings, mixed media and
photography line the walls
of the Fine Arts gallery;
ceramic and sculptures, are
placed about the space with
quiet curiosity. It's bursting
with creativity and talent,
something expected of the
Armstrong art department.
However, people may get a
surprise when inspecting the
names of artists because all of
the art currently on display is
not student artwork but rather
by art professors, as part of the
2012 Faculty Art Exhibition.
The faculty art shows
have been a long tradition at
Armstrong.
"Each
faculty
member
has an area of expertise,"
said Mario Incorvaia, the
arts marketing director and
auditorium manager. "[The]
display is fairly expansive
beyond the media taught to
students."
The department hosted a

gallery reception Sept, 14,
offering students and faculty a
chance to socialize outside of
the classroom.
"Sometimes it's nice to put
a face to the work," Incorvaia
said.
The reception offered light
refreshments and allowed
students to meet and listen to
the artists as they spoke about
their pieces. Angela Home,
a graphic design .teacher at
Armstrong, has three photos
in the gallery.
"[The gallery] is a good
starting point for students
to see how members of the
faculty are practicing artists,"
Home said. "And it's a good
starting point for discussion."
"It's nice to see them follow
through what they teach in
the classroom," said Caralea
Wilson, a graphic design
major.
"[It] shows what I could
end up doing," said Rebecca
Breazeale, who is also studying
graphic design. "It's unique
to our department and you
can actually see and talk to

Head of art education, Tom Cato and professor Pang-Chieh Hsu discuss
the recent renovation to the Armstrong Gallery at the reception held
Sept. 14.

t h e m . . . i t g i v e s y o u a d e e p e r luckily finished the day before
the show opened. Sheetrock
appreciation for the artwork."
Both Wilson and Breazeale has been placed on the walls
have attended the faculty and maple flooring has been
art shows in the past and spread across the room. The
recommend that people visit end product is a bright, open
the show.
gallery that stands in contrast
Tom Cato, the department to the original space, a dark,
head of Art, Music and carpeted, "cave-like" gallery.
Theater, has three pieces in
"It's totally different from
the gallery and stressed the , w hat it was before," Cato said.
importance for students to see "Now it's truly fitting for the
real art.
quality of work that we'll be
"It's a different quality putting in it."
"The show is awesome,"
when one looks at an actual
work rather than on a slide," said Susan Smith, a teacher ol
Cato said. "[Students] want digital photography. "It shows
to broaden their scope. They how rich the talent is in the art
want to see art. They want to department. For a college this
see what people are currently small, it's awesome ... the art
doing. It gives them a chance department rocks."
to see the quality of work that
In
particular,
Smith
faculty are doing on campus."
emphasized the importance ol
Two of Cato's pieces are part the faculty art show:
of a series of photographs of
"How
can
we
expect
an abandoned greenhouse students to create if we're not
associated with the Reynolds actively working?"
Mansion on Sapelo Island, Ga„
The Faculty Art Exhibition
and neither of the photographs is on display from Sept. 14
through Sept. 28, and the
have been manipulated.
The Fine Arts Gallery was gallery is open every weekday
recently renovated and was between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Borderlands 2: Largely Masquers hope to 'improv'
weekend entertainment
similar, still awesome

doing improv can come see me
Also participating is theater
major Karl Smith, a senior, who
anytime," Mellen said.
Travis Spangenburg, a theater commented on the levity of the
Armstrong's resident theater major and member of Masquers, event and improv itself.
"Improv is a fun way to spend
troupe, The Masquers, will host agreed with Mellen's statements.
"I've been saying some things the evening, and loosen up a little
an Improv Night Sept. 20 through
Sept. 22 in Jenkins Hall at 7:30pm. about it, ever since I took the bit," S mith said. "It gives you a
The show will consist of two teams creative dramatics class, and we chance to do what you want to
competing in games focused on did a lot of improv in it," he said. do on stage, instead of what the
anything from hats to royalty. "It's something we're all really director wants you to do."
Freshman Jade Disselhoff plans
Jessica Armstrong, a senior and the enthusiastic about."
Spangenburg also emphasized to attend Improv Night and hopes
director of the show, said there will
be "a lot of audienceparticipation" the challenge of improvisation as to become more acquainted with
the Masquers and theater faculty.
and plans on a fun, comedic show. a whole.
"It keeps you thinking on your She believes improv is harder than
According to the director of the
Masquers and theater professor, feet. I love the unexpectedness of a scripted play because although
Peter Mellen, there's been a big it all," Spangenburg said. "I really there are no lines to learn, the
push for improv shows among love that moment in improv when chemistry between the actors is
students. He wants to make it a you realize all the actors in that much more critical and that kind
of relationship takes longer to
larger part of the theater program moment are all on point."
Spangenburg is participating in build up.
at Armstrong and hopes this show
While Mellen hopes the show
will lead to an increased interest, the production and hopes people
will lead to the creation of an
possibly even to the creation of an enjoy themselves.
"It's really just meant to be a fun improv troupe, he said, "It really is
improv troupe here on campus,
up to the students."
one that would be separate from night for students," he said.
the Masquers and less time
consuming.
Mellen wants to direct it at
students who have an interest
The Masquers welcome students from all majors and they frequently
in theater but feel joining the
hold open auditions for performances. Those planning on attending
Masquers or "commit [ting] four
the
event, expect laughs, a great atmosphere and possibly a few funny
nights a week for five weeks" to a
play is impossible for them due to
hats. For anyone interested in performing, contact Professor Mellen via
time constraints.
e-mail at peter.mellen@armstrong.edu.
"Anyone who is interested in
BY CONOR MACGABHANN

BY KYLE DOBSON
Staff Writer
Developers
at
Gearbox
Software finally released their
newest
installment
titled
"Borderlands 2" for Xbox 360,
Playstation 3, and PC Sept. 18.
Considering its predecessor
was such a phenomenal hit,
expectations for the sequel ran
high in the months leading up to
the release.
If the announcement of
"Borderlands" didn't already get
you as excited as a kid in a candy
store, then get this: prior to the
actual release, Gearbox took
the liberty of sharing with the
gaming community their plans to
include up to four downloadable
content segments, in addition to
extra guns, unique vehicles and
possibly new character skins
with the purchase of a season
pass, all before the game actually
hit the shelves.
So even if you are an
overachiever and have already
beaten the game, there will be
plenty of extra content coming
your way soon enough.
However, Gearbox took the
safe route with "Borderlands 2."
They adopted a similar strategy
to Ubisoft with their transition
from "Assassin's Creed" to
"Assassin's Creed II."
Developers at Ubisoft sat down
and poured hours into customer
feedback concerning the game
and then built a second game
with all the same fundamental
structures by merely improving
upon aspects that had left a bad
taste in the mouth of gamers.
Take it as you will, but
"Borderlands 2" is no different.
Don't be surprised if the controls
fit like a glove.
Areas for the most part

continue to resemble desert
wastelands, and the witty yet
base humor makes a return.
But despite strong feelings of
familiarity, Gearbox added
enough freshness to the game
to prevent it from stagnating
excessively.
Although
storyline
has
never been the primary
concern for developers, the
story itself is one of the biggest
improvements in the game.
The game picks up almost
immediately where the first
one ended, shortly after the
original vault hunters end
their adventure on Pandora.
Not to worry though, the four
infamous hunters reappear, if
only as nonplayable characters,
and provide the new set of
hunters with side quests and
juicy back story information.
More importantly, the fresh
batch of hunters are quickly
introduced to Handsome Jack,
the self-absorbed, greedy and
infinitely wealthy president
of
weapons
manufacturer
Hyperion and self-declared
dictator of the planet Pandora.
Jack serves as the main
antagonist of the game, and
he will stop at nothing to
maintain his iron rule over the
planet. Needless to say, you'll
need a boat load of guns to
take this guy down.
Speaking of guns, there are
guns galore in "Borderlands
2."
The
commercial
on
television wasn't kidding when
it mentioned the game would
be featuring over a bazillion
guns. Granted, the game might
not have quite that many, but
considering all weapons and
loot are randomly generated,
the options seem nearly
limitless.

I often caught
myself
unloading buckets of bullets
into
enemies
and . then
hovering over all of the fallen
to see if they dropped a unique
weapon that would make my
next killing spree that much
more thrilling. And yes,
running around exploring
Pandora while mowing down
anything and anyone in the
search for rare loot is just as
fun as it sounds. It might even
be one of the best aspects of
the game, keeping you glued to
the screen until the sun comes
up.
Another
creative
improvement to the .game
is the "badass" level. Upon
completing in-game challenges
such as killing 250 enemies
with a sniper rifle or melting
the faces off of five enemies,
players are rewarded with
"badass" points.
Points can be spent on
character
improvements
including gun damage, fire
rate, health/shield capacities
and much more. The best part
is "badass" points and the
subsequent improvements are
automatically applied to any
other character created.
Also, did I mention there
is no limit to the level of
"badassery" you can reach?
Pure genius.
All in all, "Borderlands 2"
is a worthy successor to the
first game. If you enjoyed it,
you will most certainly take
a liking to this one. It takes
all the negative aspects that
disappointed fans in the first
one and builds upon the
constructive criticism to create
a game that is largely the same,
but only in the best ways
possible.

Masquers improv
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Is now accepting applications for

PHOTOGRAPHERS
for the 2012-2013 school year
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Interested students should email Chief.lnkwell@gmail.com
or turn in a Student Leadership Application to
Memorial College Center room 201.
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$ 1 0 for 2: Shrimp Scampi
BY VINCENT HAINES

photo.inkwell@gmail.com
Wee^en(l> I went
to nil
to Olive Garden with some
friends. When we got there,

the wait was an-hour-anda-half. I personally don't

like Olive Garden, and my
triends are tired of hearing
me complain about how easy
it is to make better, cheaper
Italian cuisine at home.
So this week I want to
share a simple Italian recipe,
Shrimp Scampi, so maybe
next time my friends want
Italian, I won't have to endure
the line at Olive Garden. I can
dream, right?
This is an extremely fast
dish to prepare that's not
only delicious but looks way

fancier than it actually is.
The cook time is 10 minutes.
I used orange juice in my
recipe because it is cheaper
and adds a unique taste, but
you can also substitute white
wine for the orange juice for a
different taste.
If you want to have a little
fun, the garnishes I used in
the picture can be made from
the leftovers of the fruit.
Simply take a part of
the peel. and with a knife,
carefully slice away the white
part of the peel. After most of
the white part is removed, roll
it into a spiral in your hand
and voila — A garnish fit for
an Italian nobleman.

Directions:
1. In a large saute pan or frying pan, combine olive oil
and butter and heat on high, until the butter melts and
stops foaming.
2. Add the minced garlic and cook until it starts to
brown. Then add the shrimp, orange juice and red
pepper.
3. Mix the shrimp in the sauce and let it simmer. Make

Ingredients:
• 3/4pound shrimp,
shelled and de-veined
• 1 large orange squeezed
to make about 1/2 cup of
fresh orange juice
• 3-4 garlic cloves, finely '
minced

sure you turn the heat down, or else things might burn.

2 tablespoons olive oil
2-3 tablespoons butter
1/2 to 1 teaspoon red
pepper flakes
1 Tbsp lemon juice
Ground black pepper (to
taste)
Italian herbs (to taste)

Flip the shrimp in the pan, and then add the lemon
juice and Italian herbs.
4. Let the shrimp turn completely pink and then remove
from heat.
5. Serve over pasta, preferably angel hair or linguine.
6. Enjoy!

Students laugh, sing during second Open Mic Night
BY REILLY MESCO
arts.inkwell@gmail.com
The Campus Union Board
offered the Armstrong student
body another opportunity to
express themselves, whether it
was through stand-up comedy
or singing, at the second Open
Mic Night of the fall semester
Sept. 17 at 7 p.m.
The ongoing event was
packed with students, who were
drawn both with the promise of
refreshments and the chance to
see their classmates perform.
Students were also given the
chance to see comedian and
singer J. Chris Newburg, who
competed on America's Got
Talent and has toured with
Dane Cook, who acted as a
quasi honorary host for the
event.
For students like senior Katie
Ferrell, a rehabilitation science
major, the event provided a nice

Dedrick Flynn does a comedy routine about the life of an Armstrong
student Sept. 17.

remedy to a monotonous day of

Kimmel Live, The Tonight Show

classes and studying.
"I went last time and enjoyed
it, and it's a good study break,"
Ferrell said.

and Comedy Central.
Events such as this are
invaluable in providing a creative
outlet for Armstrong students,

.51i Brewing Coffee and Community
Mii

For others, it was simply a
good way to stay entertained on
a Monday night.
"I haven't been before, but I
came to have something to do,"
said sophomore Molly Langan,
nursing major. "Plus, I don't have
classes on Mondays nights, so it's
ok."
Open Mic Night provides
students with an opportunity to
showcase their hidden talents,
and taking any chanceto perform
is something J. Chr is Newburg,
who got started performing
because he "just wanted to,"
knows a lot about.
"I love to work, and I play
whenever I get a chance,"
Newburg said, who performed
at Armstrong as a part of his
tour through colleges around
the country. In addition to
being asked to participate
in America's Got Talent, the
Detroit-native has written
songs for American Idol
and also appeared on Jimmy

Since 2001
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J . Chris Newburg entertains Armstrong students at Open Mic Night.

such as CUB member and music
education major Anthony Taylor
because, besides the Armstrong
Masquers, there is not really a
platform for aspiring artists to
perform on campus.
It's
one
of
the
few
opportunities
offered
to
budding talent, although the
"first come, first serve" policy
limits the number of students
allowed to perform.

Taylor commented on the
value of Open Mic Night.
"Individuals get to express
themselves through some form
of art, which iscool to mebecause
I'm a music major. I'll actually
be performing tonight, under
my stage name 'AntdaRipper,"'
Taylor said. "CUB is a really
hands-on experience, and events
like this one are a good wayto get
in touch with people socially"

Stay Entertained
Armstrong hosts musical prodigy
The Armstrong Art, Music and
Theater department is proud to host
Andreas Varady, a 14-year old 'guitar
prodigy' who will perform Sept. 27
at 2 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium

as a part of his scheduled appearance
with the Savannah Jazz Festival.
Varady will be joined by guitarist
Howard Paul. The event is free and
open to the public.

HOLA presents Latino Heritage Week

Sept 20 Thurs

The Hispanic Outreach and
Leadership at Armstrong program
is hosting its annual Latino
Heritage Week from Sept. 19
to Sept. 28. The event is hosted
as a way to educate people and
celebrate Latino heritage in both
the Armstrong and Savannah
community as a whole.
The highlights of this year's
Heritage Week include a screening
of the film "The Price of Sugar"
by Bill Haney Sept. 22 at 7 p.m. in
the Ogeechee Theater and a lecture
titled "Political Transformation

in Contemporary Latin American
Politics" by Armstrong professor
Jose de Arimateia da Cruz Sept. 27
at 11:30 a.m.
Other events include a concert by
Miami-based band Bachaco Sept.
20 at 8 p.m., a show by comedian
and actot Cristela Alonzo and many
more. All events are free with the
presentation of a valid PirateCard,
and some events are open to the
public.
For a full schedule of events,
check armstrong.edu or call Melody
Rodriguez at (912) 344-2652.

MAIN
SHOPPING
DAY!

Sept 25 Tucs

,

::

~

Sepl28 Fri

Fri., Oct. 5th
10am-2pm

JUNI OR LE AGUE O F
SAVANNAH
Celebrating Our Sapphire Year!
Savannah Civic
Center:
Martin Luther
King Arena

$5 Admission
Cash only, no stroller or
carts, children under 2 fr ee

FINAL DAY!
Sat., Oct. 6th
10am-3pm
$3 Admission,
Half Price All Day!
Cash only, no stroller or
carts, children under 2 free

All proceeds benefit the Junior League
Savannah community projects.

^
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TICKETS!
Civic Center
Box Office
www.jrieagtiesav.org
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Greek

Left; Pi Kappa Alpha eng age in a game of cards during Armstrong's Rush Week.
Photos courtesy of Noah Harris
Right: Kappa Sigma plays dodgeball in the Armstrong Rec Center, among other activities duringtheir Rush Week Sept 3 to Sept 8.

Dogs

FROM PAGE 1

Diana Castro Diaz, a senior
majoring in economics, is another
individual who stepped up.
"I saw a poster that said, 'Do You
Like Dogs?"' Diaz said. "And I was
like 'Yes, yes I do.' I just wanted to see
what they were about."
New volunteers must undergo
training to make sure they are
comfortable and confident training
dogs. Animal Control provided an
orientation, and Koban conducted
the second and third phases of
training. She taught the students how
to train the dogs through the cage for
safety reasons.
Koban received a grant from the
American Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals to conduct
research on why people don't adopt.
She conducted studies on why people
leave shelters without taking a pet
home.
"A lot of research had examined why
people do choose an animal," Koban
said. "But we wanted to know; why
don't they choose an animal?"
A dog is more likely to be adopted
if they are sitting rather than jumping
when someone approaches the cage,
which is why training is so important.
But, because a lack of volunteers and
the constant influx of dogs, many
animals are under-enriched and stay
for long periods of time.
The main goals for this organization
are to provide enrichment to the dogs
through training and reward and to
create more adoptable animals because
the more enrichment a dog receives,
the less problem behavior they show.
The Animal Control in Savannah
is understaffed, and they don't have
enough volunteers to help with
the animals. The group initially
received a considerable response,

but unfortunately participation had
dwindled.
The lack of a following is a
main reason the Dog Enrichment
Group is not an official Armstrong
organization. The club is working
hard to build membership, and is
seeking volunteers. They are holding
a meeting Oct. 2 at 5 p.m. in the
Science Center 1405, with training
beginning Pet. 3. All are welcomed
to attend.
Brent McCarty, a freshman &rt
major, has already signed up.
"I've, always loved dogs," McCarthy
said, "And when Dr. .Koban told me
about the condition they were in and
that they really need people that are
interested to help the dogs get adopted
more, I waslike 'definitely, I'm joining'."
Volunteering with this group will
not only support them and help them
become recognized as an official group
but also enrich the lives of many dogs.
"Even if I only go down there for
30 minutes, I know, that I made a
difference in the dog's life," Adams
said.
Animal Control is open every day
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Koban is
looking to expand to other shelters
in the Chatham area to make it more
convenient for students looking to
join.
"This is a low commitment. This is
on your own time," Koban said, "It's
not like other organizations where you
have to have to show up every Tuesday
at 2 o'clock.
"You can go any time your free.
You can go Saturday afternoon for an
hour. You can you Thursday after your
last class for half an hour. There's no
requirement. The goal is just try to
get in there as many times as you can
and to use it as something to help
you and the animals."

FROM PAGE 1

highlighted in the media and caused
some people to be hesitant about
joining such organizations.
"At first I was skeptical, because
of the things you hear on TV," sa id
Trevor Philips, third-year business
economics major and member of
Kappa Sigma. "It's not like that at all."
On Armstrong's campus, hazing is
not tolerated. Sororities' are not even
allowed to use the word "pledges" to

refer to possible incoming members.
"Hazing is strictly forbidden and
will result in removal of our chapter
if performed. Our Nationals take
hazing very seriously," said Allie
Page, chapter president of Alpha
Sigma Tau.
<
The Greeks on campus advised
students thinking about joining a
sorority or fraternity to stay true to
oneself because in the end, a Greek
organization becomes a family. t

Savannah Tire Brake and Alignment
Centers is offering a discount to
all AASU students, employees and
faculty. Visit us at any of our 8
convenient locations to receive a,
5% discount off any purchase!
The Abercorn store is conveniently
located 1.5 miles from the AASU
campus, and Savannah Tire offers
FREE shuttle service.

www.savannahtire.com
11164 Abercorn Expressway • Savannah, Ga
(912)925-8299
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m; Sat. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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Annual B oot Camp

Join us Sept. 22 in University Hall 157 for The Inkwell's annual
Journalism Boot Camp. This is a great opportunity for those
•interested in journalism to gain valuable knowledge from
professionals in the industry. You need not be an English major or
enrolled in the journalism program to attend this event. The boot
camp is open to anyone who is interested in journalism, design or
photography.

Program Schedule

8

r Welcome Session: 8:30-8:55

Kgf,
r.

Presentation by Jeremiah Johnson, editor-in-chief of The I nkwell,
and Tony Morris, The Inkwell adviser
Iditorial Responsibilities: 9:00-9:50
pf
What's the, (news)point? Susan Catron, editor-in-chief of
|
Savannah Morning N ews
imagination Station: 10:00-10:50
IP
Rich Burkhart, staff photographer at Savannah Morning N ews.
. Introduction to photo selection and techniques
Imagination Station II: 11:00-11:50
|
Jason Kendall, entertainment editor at Savannah Morning News
|
Layout and design tips for newspaper and online publishing: understanding how readers
?
engage with pages, establishing and meeting expectations, balancing text and image.
|Social media in the 21st century information space: why Twitter and Facebook are more
important to jhe news cycle than your homepage
I
Lunch and tour of The Inkwell: Noon-1:00
Presentation by The Inkwell editorial staff: Introduction of editorial staff and I
Kelso, the assistant vice president of Armstrong's Student Affairs.
Lunch and tours of the newsroom and writing labs.
The Business of News: 1:00-1:50

|
|

Gale Baldwin, business/managing editor of Savannah Morning News
, N ewsrooms operate under great financial pressures, and the seminar will help reporters
to better recognize the value and costs of their work to keep the doors open for business

* Clear and Clean Writing: 2:00-2:50

William Dawers, columnist at Savannah Morning News
The fundamentals of concise newswriting: 10 tips to a better story
Investigating Power: 3:00-3:50

Lesley Conn, staff reporter at Savannah Morning News
Investigative Reporting: How to break through the walls of institutional public relatio
oncers and spin through background research, good interviews and dogged!

•

What would mom do?

Good one. THX :)

No matter what's
wrong, let us take
good care of you.
I IK
^Joseph's iCandler

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED MINUTES FROM AASU.

Immediate Care
Savannah - Midtown

HOURS:

WaJic-ios.always welcome! '
361 Commercial Drive #t Eisenhower
Savannah, GA 3140©
p 312 355-6221
youfimmediettiBsreeenters.oom

CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT,

Monday - Fr iday 9:00 am 8:00 pm
Saturday 9'00 em - 5:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 pm - 5 00 pm

Most insurance accepted - bring your insura nce card and Driver's
License. Please oall with co-pay and insurance questions.
Cash patients also welcome.

